In this article, we present a new photoacoustic technique, based on the conventional photoacoustic configuration, to characterize the thermal effusivity of liquid samples. This new technique is applicable for all kind of liquid samples, including the nontransparent ones. In order to show the usefulness of this new technique, we measured the thermal effusivity of a variety of liquid samples including: distilled water, ethanol, methanol, chloroform, glycerol, and car oil. The comparison with literature values shows a remarkable agreement. Also, we show measurements of the thermal effusivity of acetone in distilled water mixtures, showing the graphical dependence of this thermal property with the concentration of one of the components.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Since the discovery of the photoacoustic effect by Bell in 1881, 1 the so-called photoacoustic techniques have experienced great expansion. Nowadays they are used in a wide range of scientific disciplines to carry out studies of diverse properties of condensed matter including optical, transport, and thermal properties.
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Considering the thermal properties, the photoacoustic techniques have been employed in thermal characterization of several samples by measuring their thermal diffusivity [5] [6] [7] [8] and thermal effusivity. 9, 10 The reported photoacoustic thermal effusivity measurements, however, are limited for they are only applicable for transparent liquid samples. This is because the so called open photoacoustic cell 9, 10 is involved. In this article, we report a new photoacoustic technique that overcomes the fore mentioned limitation. This is done by using a conventional photoacoustic configuration 11 in which the thermal backing is, itself, the liquid sample of interest.
Although the conventional photoacoustic configuration has been traditionally used to carry out optical characterization, we show its applicability to measure the thermal effusivity. This important thermophysical property, defined by eϭ(kc) 1/2 , measures, essentially, the thermal impedance of the sample, i.e., the sample's ability to exchange heat with the environment, and it is the relevant thermophysical parameter for surface heating or cooling processes, as well as in quenching and ignition processes.
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II. THEORY
Assuming the unidimensional heat diffusion problem with a periodic modulated radiation source, considering the surface absorption limit and that the absorber sample is in the thermally thin regime, the photoacoustic signal in the Rosencwaig-Gersho model 11 can be reduced to the equation
In this equation, Y is a coefficient independent of the chopper frequency; a i , iϭg,s is the thermal diffusion coefficient of the i sample, defined by a i ϭ͓␣ i /( f )͔ 1/2 , where ␣ i is the thermal diffusivity of the i sample; bϭe b /e s is the thermal effusivity ratio of the backing b and the absorber s, and the adimensional quantity x is defined by xϭ( f / f c ) 1/2 where f and f c are, respectively, the chopper frequency and the cutting frequency. This last is defined by the relation f c ϭ␣ i /(l s 2 ), where l s is the sample's thickness. To arrive to Eq. ͑1͒ we have neglected terms like bx and b 2 x 2 as compared to 1.
In the same way, if we consider that the backing is air and neglect the corresponding thermal effusivity ratio bϭg ϭe g /e s ͑e g is the air's thermal effusivity͒, Eq. ͑1͒ can be reduced to
Remembering that a i ϭ͓␣ i /( f )͔ 1/2 and xϭ( f / f c ) 1/2 Eq. ͑2͒ indicates that the photoacoustic signal behaves as f Ϫ3/2 with the chopper frequency.
Taking the ratio Rϭ␦ P F /␦ P F A we finally obtain
͑3͒
From this last equation it is easy to see that the thermal effusivity ratio b can be obtained as a fitted parameter from a set of experimental data.
III. EXPERIMENT
The experimental setup ͓Fig. 1͑a͔͒ consisted of an Ar laser ͑Omnichrome, Model 543-200 mW͒ whose light, mechanically chopped ͑Stanford Research chopper, Model SR6300͒, was focused over a crystalline silicon sample ͑85 m of thickness͒ through a quartz window, both of them sealing the photoacoustic cell with vacuum grease ͓Fig. 1͑b͔͒. The liquid samples of interest were placed in a glass cylindrical recipient glued to the crystalline silicon absorber with an epoxic resin ͓Fig. 1͑b͔͒. For sound detection, a commercial electret microphone was used, whose signal was connected to a lock-in amplifier ͑Stanford Research, Model 850͒ used to register both the signal and the phase; these were recorded as a function of the modulation frequency.
IV. RESULTS
The applicability of this new technique was demonstrated by measuring the thermal effusivity of several liquid samples: distilled water, ethanol, methanol, glycerol, corn oil, HD40 car oil, acetone, chloroform, and mixtures of acetone in distilled water ͑10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 60%, 70%, 80%, and 90% in volume͒.
For each thermal effusivity measurement, a reference photoacoustic signal was obtained introducing air in the sample's container. In Fig. 2 , we show the typical behavior of the photoacoustic signal versus chopper frequency under these conditions, and it shows the f Ϫ3/2 dependence predicted by Eq. ͑2͒. Later, we introduced the liquid sample in the sampler's container to measure its thermal effusivity. The quotient of photoacoustic signals, expressed in the Eq. ͑3͒ is shown in Fig. 3, for 13 we find a very good agreement. In Table I , we summarize the results obtained with this new technique for the case of the pure liquids considered and, if applicable, the comparison with the ones reported in the literature. Finally, in Table II , we summarize the results for the mixtures of acetone and distilled water and, in Fig. 4 , the corresponding behavior of the thermal effusivity with the concentration of acetone.
V. DISCUSSION
A new photoacoustic technique has been described for measuring thermal properties of liquid samples. This technique is based on the conventional photoacoustic configuration and is applicable for general liquid samples. The thermal values measured with the technique are in good agreement with previous results listed in the literature. The technique can be extended to make thermal characterization of other nonliquid materials, provided their thermal effusivities are not too large. Even more, with this technique, it is possible to make thermal characterization of mixtures of liquids, opening a good area for theoretical studies about the thermal behavior of these systems with the concentration of one of the components. The sensitivity of the measurements and the simplicity of the experimental setup gives this technique a promissory future as the standard technique to characterize the thermal effusivity of materials. 
